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CHAPARRAL AIR DEFENSE GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEM

CHAPARRAL MISSILE WITH A SELF CONTAINED LAUNCHER SYSTEM

MOUNTED ON THE XM730 (modified M548) CARGO CARRIER.

VULCAN AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM

M61 20MM AIRCRAFT GUN (Capable of firing 6,000 rounds per minute)

WHICH IS MOUNTED ON AXM163 (modified M113A1) ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIER.
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® GUIDELINES IN SAFETY COMMUNICATION ®

John E, Probert
Superintendent, Safety & Protective Services

Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation
Badger Army Ammunition Plant

A major problem in safety, as well as in other areas of
management, is that of achieving communication. To communicate
successfully it is not enough to have an emitter with a captive
receiver nearby. The individual to whom the safety message is
beamed must receive, comprehend and accept it.

In industrial and governmental complexes we have:

BP 1. The formal lines of communications laid out by
directives and instructions. Management and the various levels
of supervision make use of these.

H 2, The informal line of communication established by
experienced personnel, co-workers and sometimes subordinates.
These individuals provide information, suggestions and even
instructions based upon their knowledge and experience.

HI 3, Rumors are almost always present, persistent and
interesting

.

HI 4. There is also an ever-present assortment of media
such as voice, radio, telephone, intercoms, television, letters,
standing operating nrocedures and gestures.

These add up to a mass of communication crossfires. To
eliminate confusion people learn to block out many of them, and
to accept only the ones they consider useful.

At Badger Army Ammunition Plant, as at other installations,
solving the problems of communicating presents a never-ending
challenge to the Safety Department. Our main communication
target receiver is the employee. To make sure we have a work-
ing and healthy employee, we include three major areas of his
environment when we plan our communications with him:

His work.

4*8^ Hi s driving, whether on or off the installation.

His home .
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We find the easiest area to control is the employee's work
environment. We divide our efforts into three main parts.

1.

We endeavor to have our engineers design safety
into machinery, tools and clothing to the point where a worker
must commit a gross safety violation before he can get hurt while
working

,

2, We analyze the mptions and procedures required to
perform a given task. In this we strive to assure safety in
use of equipment materials, hands, body and motions.

3. The employee is trained to perform his work within
the margin of a safety framework. This includes development of
a proper attitude as well as mechanically correct performance.
Information and motivation must be communicated to him. The
employee is instructed regarding the inherent hazards in each
type of safety violation, why and how the violation may occur,
and the possible results of hazardous procedures. This control-
ling and instilling of safety practices can be communicated to
the employee by the combined forces of education, motivation,
rewards, constant reminders, close supervision and disciplinary
actions

.

The employee's off-duty driving attitude and habits are
the most difficult to control and change. He is in his own car
and on his own time. Through frequent communication he may be
conditioned to make needed changes in his basic attitude and to
improve his driving habits. The communication is developed in
basic and simple terms. These educate him on the physics of
momentum, the force necessary to divert the tremendous vehicular
inertia into a different direction or stop, his own biological
limitations, delay of response and the hazards offered by dis-
tractions. The effect upon his family if the "breadwinner" is
lost is emphasized.

Another difficult task is to motivate the employee to make
use of safety Dractices at home. Again he can be persuaded to
effect some safety program by the emotional approach on what
could happen to him or his family if he should have a serious
accident. Common examples displayed by actions or movies some-
times penetrate the armor of apathy and attitude and produce ex-
cellent results. Safety handouts and brochures for his wife are
appreciated and bring good results.

Factual data on accidents and the nature and extent of injury
can be collected. Action can be taken. There is usually a solu-
tion to be seen in a better accident prevention approach when
the accident trend or volume is discussed by the Commanding Offi-
cer, Resident Manager, safety representatives and directors.
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Once a problem has been discussed and a decision reached,
supervision must communicate with the employees. Each director
and supervisor brings his different background, education
experience and his own personality, attitude and fervor into
the safety program.

At Badger Army Ammunition Plant a main avenue of communica-
tion is the safety meetings. At these the 3,400 employees re-
ceive needed safety information and are moved to accept and
practice safety.

The Safety Department reinforces the safetv talks given
by the supervisors with timely information on supplemental sub-
jects. Each month an intensive educational program is conducted
by cartoons and written safety messages that emphasize one of
the common type of accidents. This information is distributed
to each employee.

A key to a good safety program is vigorous support and ef-
fort by middle management and the immediate supervisors. They
must accomplish much of the safety communication. The immediate
supervisor is the person who investigates the accidents and
gives safety talks in his department. He must be trained and
motivated to take time from his demanding schedules to conduct
a searching investigation. Time and patience by the supervi-
sors, as well as the Safety Officer, are required to determine
the unsafe act, the accident producing condition in the working
environment, the victim's movement, attitude and thoughts, and
post-accident events. Knowledge of all these is necessary for
performance of effective analysis.

The knowledge the supervisors develop through the frequent
communication contacts by safety inspections

,
talks

,
problem

discussions, investigations and education yields better analysis
of accidents and a more effective accident prevention program.

Words, timing, mood, poignancy and media must be carefully
tailored in all your contacts. These help you land the message
on target. Properly used they penetrate the receiver's armor
of habit, attitude, apathy, emotions, fear and status. Once he
really receives the safety message, you have really started to
get him to take the action that will prevent accidents and
in j uries

,
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® FY 1969 ANIC SAFETY SCHOOL COURSES ®

The AMC Safety School has scheduled 18 classes in eight
subject areas for FY 1969, These resident courses will be
presented at the AMC Field Safety Agency, Charlestown, Indiana,
between 9 September 1968 and 16 May 1969.

The following classes have been scheduled

Munitions Safety - 5 classes

M Industrial Safety - 4 classes

9 Installation Safety Management - 3 classes

|g§ Motor Vehicle Safety -- 2 classes

9 Introductory Safety - 1 class

9 Guided Missile and Rocket Safety - 1 class

fH Nuclear Weapons Safety - 1 class

1! Applied Safety in Industrial Health and Hygiene -

1 class

The subject matter taught in the AMC Safety School is
revised continually to incorporate information on the latest
technical developments that affect the safety of AMC personnel
and property.

Spaces for FY 1969 classes will be allocated by the AMC
Field Safety Agency in the latter part of May 1968, AMC sub-
ordinate commands, installations and activities will use this
information to schedule attendance for the various courses.

Between their periods of instruction in the resident courses,
the AMC Safety School instructors present field training courses
in safety subjects at AMC installations and activities.
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® MAKING THE CHANGE ®

Herbert D. Steger, Safety Officer
Sunflower Army Ammunition Plant

Regardless of the field of work one enters
,
he finds

that job training is a necessity. This is particularly true
to those who are new to their chosen field, as I was when I

became a Safety Trainee, It was my good fortune to receive
extensive occupational training as a member of Class No. 1

of the Safety Career Management Intern Training Program con-
ducted by the U. S. Army Materiel Command Field Safety Agency,
Charlestown, Indiana,

Phase I of the training program consisted of the eight
principle courses in safety fundamentals taught over a period
of six months. These included Introduction to Safety, Indus-
trial Safety, Munitions Safety, Guided Missile Safety, Nuclear
Weapons Safety, Motor Vehicle Safety, Safety Management, and
Industrial Health and Hygiene.

My later working experience made it abundantly clear that
the subject matter presented in these courses is pertinent to
operations performed throughout the Army Materiel Command. To
some degree the information taught would also be readily appli-
cable to other job situations. I have found that comprehensive
training definitely eases the resolution of many problems in-
herent in field work. For example, planned and intensive expo-
sure to various safety publications and directives has helped
me in fact finding and locating needed requirements. No one
can be expected to quote all regulations verbatim, but knowing
where to find pertinent requirements is a real time saver.

Generally speaking, all aspects of safety taught by the
instructors have been found to be beneficial. One element that
has been particularly useful is the technique of performing
objective safety inspections. In this connection, it was made
clear rather quickly that the detection and correction of
industrial-type hazards should never be de-emphasized in an
explosives manufacturing operation, even though detection and
correction of explosives hazards are always stressed.

Phase II of the training program provided the opportunity
to visit several AMC installations. Often read about opera-
tions were observed, and the practices taught in the classroom
were seen being used.

Of equal importance to familiarization with operations was
the exposure to various functions of the safety organizations
visited. Acquaintances made with members of the safety organi-
zations visited also provided a handy source for mutual exchange
of ideas and information, as well as many lasting friendships.
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Academic training in safety followed by field training
gives a student an excellent background for a safety career.
But it takes more than background to successfully integrate
sound principles of accident prevention into work situations.
The art of "getting along" with people enters the picture.
Because the safety man must deal with large numbers of indivi-
duals of varying attitudes, he must resort to salesmanship
techniques in order to sell safety. Use of psychological tact
is constantly stressed at the AMC Safety School. Experience
has convinced me that without it*, personal efforts toward
accident prevention would be hindered.

Those employees who have not been fortunate enough to
have had formal safety school training should seek the advice
of their Safety and Personnel Offices. Safety training courses
are available from September through May of the following year
at the AMC Safety School.

Dr. Jay Tol Thomas (left), Deputy for Research and Labora-
tories, AMC, is shown presenting the FY 1967 AMC Award of Honor
for Safety to H. G. Buchanan, Safety Director, and Colonel John
C. Raaen, Jr., Commanding Officer of the U. S. Army Ballistic
Research Laboratories. The Ballistic Research Laboratories also
won an AMC Award of Honor for FY 1965.
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® SAFETY CAREER TRAINEES STUDY AMMUNITION LOADING ®

The methods and equipment used in ammunition loading are
covered in the training received by participants in the AMC
Safety Career Management Intern Training Program. The photo-
graph above shows five members of the FY 1968 class examining
an automatic loader for detonators at the Lone Star Army
Ammunition Plant. Steve Duncan, a Day and Zimmermann, Inc,
emDloyee

,
points out a feature of the machine to trainee

Jody D. Meredith. Standing are John W. Cray, a safety officer
at the plant; and trainees Lawrence E. Smith; E. Paul Moran,
Jr.; John Q. Watkins; and Robert K. Wilson.

The Safety Career Management Intern Training Program in-
cludes a twelve month training period. Phase I consists of
six months classroom training at the AMC Field Safety Agency.
The instruction covers safety principles, concept, doctrine,
technical and scientific aspects, and work processes. It in-
cludes instruction on safety in the following areas: industrial,
ammunition and explosives, guided missiles and rockets, nuclear
weapons, management, motor vehicles, industrial health and hy-
giene, and special subjects.

Phase II is on-the-job training. Part I consists of obser-
vations and study of AMC installation operations under the guid-
ance of experienced safety, operating and supervisory personnel.
The practical application of safety training is emphasized.
During Part II each trainee works in installation safety offices
selected for the individual’s permanent duty assignment.

The FY 1969 Safety Career Management Intern Training class
will start on 8 July 1968

.
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Approximately one year ago a tragic accident occurred
during development testing of E 158 riot control CS cannister
clusters. A cluster malfunctioned inside a CH-21 helicopter
during flight, causing incapacitation of the pilot and crew,
and subsequent crash of the helicopter. The helicopter was
completely destroyed and all 5 persons aboard were killed.

Neither the pilot nor crew of the helicopter were equipped
with protective masks. As a result of this accident, DA now
requires either the pilot or co-pilot to wear a protective mask
at all times when fuzed items filled with incapacitating or
toxic chemicals are carried inside an aircraft. Other crew
members are required to have protective masks readily availa-
ble that have been adjusted and fitted prior to take-off. The
pilot and co-pilot may fly with the mask readily available
when incapacitating or toxic chemicals without arming or fuzing
systems are carried inside an aircraft, unless the possibility
exists of accidentally releasing the agent by gunfire or tur-
bulence .

The U. S. Army Board for Aviation Accident Research re-
cently reported an incident that was similar except for results
In this case, a CH-47 helicopter was being flown on a CS agent
drop mission. While at an altitude of 1500 feet the fuze of
a CS bomb (55-gallon drum of agent equipped with fuze and
burster assembly) functioned causing a fire and release of
agent inside the helicopter. In this instance the pilot and
crew were wearing protective masks as required by the unit’s
S.OoP. Despite the initial loss of visibility from the CS
agent, the inflight fire, and loss of one engine, the helicopte
was landed in a secure area without any damage other than that
caused by the initial explosion and resulting fire.

Lessons learned from the first incident saved 7 lives and
a million dollar aircraft in the second incident.
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® COMPRESSED AIR - FRIEND OR FOE? ®

Compressed air, when misused, can be extremely dangerous.
Injuries can occur ....

Through failure of the hose or fittings which could cause
the hose to whip dangerously and possibly propel parts of the
fittings through the air.

Through the blowing around of dust and small particles
which would constitute an eye hazard.

Through the introduction of air pressure into one of the
body cavities, either accidentally or through horseolay. Air
under pressure will pass through clothing and may cause agoniz-
ing internal injury that is often fatal.

Through the introduction of a strong air stream into body
tissue, usually through an existing cut or scratch. Air can
actually rupture cell tissues and cause severe wounds.

Through the injection of minute foreign bodies into the
skin due to impurities which almost always exist in a shop air
line .

Through falls which result from tripping over air lines
which are thoughtlessly left lying on the floor.

An air hose should be considered a special tool. Under no
circumstances should it be used as a substitute for a brush to
clean machines, clothing, or your person. Any form of horse-
play should be prohibited with severe penalties for violation
of the rule. In those cases where an air hose is essential
for blowing out fixtures and jigs, eye protection must be pro-
vided and the pressure maintained at a maximum of 30 psi. It
is also desirable to place screens around work to confine the
blown particles

.

The National Safety Council has published the following
general safety rules for working with compressed air,

I Use only sound, strong hose with secure couplings and
connections.

Be sure that there are no sharp points on metal hose parts.

M Close control valve in portable pneumatic tools before
turning on air.
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Before changing one pneumatic tool for another, turn off
air at control valve. Never kink hose to stop airflow,

Wear suitable goggles, mask, protective clothing, or safe
devices

.

Never use air to blow dust chips from the hair, clothing,
or work bench.

Never point the hose at anyone. Practical jokes with com-
pressed air have caused many painful deaths,

’When using compressed air, see that no nearby workers are
in line of airflow.

Improper use of compressed air lines is a problem of grow-
ing intensity. You are urged to review your operations now to
ensure that actual operating practices are consistent with sound
safety practices.

Open the low pressure valve slowly.

Use the dead-man grip feature of the inflator gage unit and
slowly inflate the tire in 10 psi increments until the desired
pressure is reached.

Allow the tire to stablize for a few minutes before removing
the inflation hose from the tire valve stem.

I Adoption of the foregoing tips should be helpful in avoid-
ing tire inflation mishaps such as those cited. Remember that
job completion pressures, real or imagined, bolster the tempta-
tion to cut corners. It is the mark of the pro to resist such
temptations, and to use all of the safety features available to
safeguard life and limb.



® IS YOUR HOME SAFE? ®

D. L. Lawson, Safety Officer
Rock Island Arsenal

Safety personnel know that workers are safer at work than
at home. National Safety Council statistics make this clear.
The NSC reported 113,000 accidental deaths in 1966, of which
29,500 occurred in the home and 14,500 at work. In the same
year, there were 10,800,000 disabling injuries, of which
4,400,000 occurred at home and 2,100,000 at work.

There are probably as many, or more, hazards in the aver-
age worker's home as there are on the job. The hazards are
mostly of a different nature, but they can be just as dangerous
and just as deadly as those found on the job. The total time
he and his family are exposed is far more than forty hours a
week

.

What and where are these hazards? Take a tour of a typical
home just to see how many hazards can be found.

First, let's check the outside area. Are there holes in
the lawn? Is the garden hose left strewn about when not in
use? Is the lawn mower in good working condition? Is its blade
properly balanced to keep it from snapping off after prolonged
use? Are rocks and miscellaneous debris left in the grass to
be projected by the lawn mower blade? Is the television antenna
properly grounded? Is the driveway kept clear and free of ice
and snow in the winter? These are just a sample of the hazards
that might be found outside the home.

Now, let's take a look at the garage or storage shed. Are
the lawn and garden tools properly stored? Is the workbench in
the proper order with sharp tools stored and cared for so that
children, as well as grownups, cannot be injured by them? Are
paint cans and paint brushes stored and cared for so as not to
cause a fire hazard? Are dirty rags and combustible trash
causing a fire hazard? Is the electrical wiring adequate and
are outlets properly located so that small children cannot poke
wires

, tiails or pins into them? The number of hazards here will
vary with the occupancy of the house.

Let's look at the basement next. Is there a properly con-
structed handrail on the stairway? Are toys and miscellaneous
items left on the steps to create tripping hazards? Is the
furnace clean and in good working order? Are the washer and the
drier properly grounded? If the electrical service switch is
in the basement, are the circuits properly fused and grounded?
Are they overloaded? Is there any miscellaneous combustible
material piled in cupboards and under stairways to create a
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spontaneous ignition hazard? Are pressure cans of bug spray
and weed killer stored near the furnace where they may get hot
and explode? Where there is a coal furnace, are the ashes and
unburned residue stored in metal containers and wet down? Are
they emptied at frequent intervals? Here, again, there is a
need to make certain the wiring is adequate and properly in-
stalled.

Upstairs in the living room, den and bedrooms, are lamps,
television and radio located so that the cords do not create a
tripping hazard? Are there enough outlets, or must several
cords be plugged into one outlet by a "Christmas tree" plug?
Are ash trays large enough and of the type that will not let
a forgotten cigarette fall into combustible materials and
cause a fire? Are light bulbs of the proper size? Some syn-
thetic shades will melt if a bulb of more than 40 watts is used.

There may be hazards in the bedroom. Are lamps, waste
baskets and night stands placed so that they will not be stumbled
over if someone has to get out of bed in the middle of the night
to answer the phone or get Junior a drink of water. Do the
women of the house know that many of their hair sprays

,
colognes

and beauty aids are highly flammable and should never be used
while smoking? Are the closets arranged so that boxes and other
items kept on a shelf will not fall when the door is opened?
Do throw-rugs on hardwood floors have rubber or other non-skid
backings? Since we spend one-third of our life sleeping, the
bedroom can be a hazardous place.

Finally, let's check the workroom we call the kitchen. It
may be filled with hazards. If the stove burns gas, is it pro-
perly vented, and is the outlet on the roof kept free of twigs,
leaves and debris carried by the wind? If it is electric, is
it properly fused and grounded? Are the controls positioned so
that they cannot be accidentally turned on by small children?
Are pots and pans arranged so that the handles are turned in to
prevent their being bumped and the hot contents spilled? Are
kitchen appliances stored in the lower cabinets to prevent them
from falling on someone? Are electrical appliances used near
the sink properly grounded? Are heavy items stored in the re-
frigerator so that vibration does not cause them to move and
fall out when the door is opened? Are water and other liquids
promptly wiped up when spilled on the floor? Is the floor waxed
with a non-skid wax? Are sharp knives and cutting tools stored
safely so that they may be picked up and handled without injury
to the user?

In most homes cleaning and scouring materials are kept
under the sink. Many of these are flammable or toxic and should
be kept tightly sealed and out of the reach of small children.

Look at the bathroom, which can be hazardous as well as

small. Is there a non-skid mat in the tub or shower? Is there
a bath mat on the floor? Are light switches and fixtures located

12



so that they may not be operated from a wet tub? Are old razor
blades put in a tamper proof container? Are all items in the
medicine cabinet kept tightly closed and properly labeled as to
contents ?

The above items are only a few of the many hazards that can
be found in the home. It is up to you to be your home safety
director, in charge of identifying and correcting your home
hazards before you fall a victim to them.

® ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL RECEIVES SAFETY AWARD ®

Rock Island Arsenal received an AMC Award of Merit for FY
1967. Brigadier General W. J. Durrenberger (left), Commanding
General of the Army Weapons Command, is shown presenting the
award to Colonel H. A. Snyder, Rock Island Arsenal Commanding
Officer. This was the second consecutive year the Arsenal re-
ceived this award.
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® PLUGGED CONTROL LED TO INJURY ®

An Army employee was sandblasting a missile container.
He decided his work might be made easier by fastening the
sandblast nozzle in an open position. He inserted a four-inch
pin into the trigger mechanism in such a way as to leave the
nozzle in continuous operation.

At one point in the cleaning operation, the worker had to
lie on his side and blast upward at the bottom of the container.
His movement during this stage of the work caused a kink in
the sandblast hose. He reached aside with his left hand, grasp-
ed the hose firmly and pulled the kink out. As the hose moved,
his gloved hand came in front of the open nozzle. The glove
failed to provide protection from the flying abrasive, and his
middle finger was severely sandblasted. The abrasion caused
him to lose ten days from his job.

The hazards of making safety devices inoperative were
re-emphasized to all employees. A work order was issued re-
questing that tools be altered whenever appropriate to prevent
the inactivation of dead-man controls.

® HE BACKED INTO AN UPSET ®

The operator of a truck-tractor began his day's work by
moving a semitrailer loaded with ammunition to an igloo where
it was to be stored. He reached the igloo at 0750 hours and
discovered the unloading crew had not arrived. He waited and
time passed. By 0920 hours he decided the delay had become
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excessive and that he should return to the dock from which he
had started.

The driver thought The should not attempt a turn-round of
his tractor and trailer. at the igloo site. It seemed that the
turn could best be made three-fourths of a mile down the road
at a level right angle intersection.

When he reached the intersection the driver turned to his
left and drove 150 feet down the street. He then started to
back his rig past the intersection to a point where he could
turn left again and retrace his route. As he backed, his right
rear wheel moved on to the snow-covered berm and dropped into
a box concrete road culvert and drain ditch. This sudden lurch
caused the palletized cargo of ammunition to shift. The trailer
and the tractor were turned over and came to rest on their right
sides. The driver was not injured.

Disciplinary action was taken against the driver and he
was given remedial driving training. The accident was given
publicity throughout the installation.

® RING GLAMS FINGER ®

While supervising a crew that was loading explosives for
shipment, a foreman had climbed upon a magazine dock. The
normal way to get up and down the four feet between platform
and ground was to ciimb by a ladder and platform on the end of
a dinkey car.

The foreman was a vigorous and busy man and he selected a
short cut when he was ready to leave the platform. He placed
his right hand on the end of a conveyor to steady himself and
then he jumped to the ground. As he descended his hand moved
and the ring on his finger caught on a piece of metal on the con
veyor. The weight of his body jerked the ring from his finger,
stripping the flesh with it.

The injured foreman was taken to the plant hospital and
then to a nearby general hospital. There it was found necessary
to amputate his mutilated right ring finger at the proximal
(base) phalange.

The installation took action to prevent additional injuries
that might result from leaping off platforms. Stairs and lad-
ders as appropriate were installed at each end of the loading
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docks. Instructions were given for a dinkey to be left in
front of loading docks where men were working to permit them
to use its ladder as a means of exit. All employees were re-
instructed to use a proper exit when they were leaving a build-
ing.

The foreman's unhappy experience reminded his fellow employ
ees that a ring may be a source of injury to the individual who
climbs, jumps or uses his hands near rigid or moving equipment.

® PURSUING PATROLMAN GETS THE TRAFFIC CITATION

The off-duty worker picked a poor moment to violate an
installation traffic regulation. He made an improper exit from
a parking lot and started down the street in full view of a mem-
ber of the plant's security police patrol.

The patrolman's reaction was predictable and prompt. He
turned on his vehicle's flashing red light and gave chase. The
driver of the non-Army vehicle soon saw the flashing light re-
flected in his mirror and realized he was being pursued. He
applied his brakes and pulled his car off the roadway on the
right side. An instant later his vehicle was struck by the
patrolman's truck.

The patrolman reported he had applied his brakes as soon
as he saw the car's brake lights go on. He said there was no
response and he pumped the pedal. His brakes then locked and
his vehicle skidded into the non-Army vehicle.

Damage to the patrol vehicle was estimated at $40 and to
the non-Army vehicle $113, Neither driver was injured.

After the accident an immediate inspection was made of the
patrol vehicle. This failed to reveal the existence of any
braking defect.

The patrolman was found to be at fault and a traffic cita-
tion was issued to him. Increased emphasis regarding safety in
overtaking and stopping traffic violators was included in the
installation's security police training.
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® FLAMING START ACHIEVED ®

Two contractor employees were assigned the job of starting
a 30 KW portable generator. The unit had not been operated for
a long time, and the workers expected the motor to be dry. One
man primed the intake manifold with about four ounces of gasoline
poured from a paper cup. He then stood by and called to his
fellow worker to start the motor.

The second worker tried to start the motor. The engine
turned over and backfired. A mixture of burning gasoline and
diesel fuel flew from the intake manifold and struck the right
forearm of the first worker. His shirt caught fire.

The second worker leaped to his aid and ripped off the
burning shirt. By this time the flames had inflicted second
degree burns on the man’s right forearm and hand, the front of
his neck, his chest and his left thumb. He was expected to be
away from work for 21 days.

The supervisor determined that an improper work procedure
had led to the accident and injury. The worker had failed to
replace the air filter on top of the open intake manifold, and
he had stood too close to the engine as it was being started.

A special safety meeting was held for employees whose work
involved generators. A written safety procedure was prepared
and posted for the guidance of workers who might have to start
generators

.

® HE USED LESSON LEARNED AT WORK ®

When James Mabry started to mow the

grass around his fruit trees, he remembered
the safety training provided by his employ-

er, Hercules, Inc., at Radford Army Ammuni-
tion Plant. He wore his safety shoes. A

little later, his foot slipped on the wet
grass. The blade of his rotary mower
struck the toe of his shoe, cutting the

cap and completely tearing it from the

shoe. Mr. Mabry's foot was numbed by the

blow but was not damaged. In the photo-
graph he is shown with the remains of the
safety shoe that saved him from a crippling
injury

.
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® LESSON LEARNED SAVED SECOND EYE ®

Two years ago Robert T. Walker was rushed to the hospital
with a two-inch sliver of steel imbedded in his right eye.

Mr. Walker was working at his Aberdeen Proving Ground job
as an automotive mechanic. He had been thoroughly indoctrinated
by both his supervisors and post safety officers about the ne-
cessity for wearing safety glasses.

The day, however, was a warm one and when his safety
glasses became fogged from heat, he laid them aside for a few
minutes. The move cost him the sight of his right eye after
he cut a steel cotter key and part of the metal flew into his
eye .

Mr. Walker spent three weeks in the hospital and several
more at home recuperating. His right eye today provides no
useful vision.

After this experience he made a pledge that later saved
him from possibly becoming totally blind.

"It may seem like closing the barn door after the horse
is stolen," he said, "but I wore those safety glasses reli-
giously from that time on." His dedication to that pledge
helped him to avoid almost suffering total blindness.

Mr. Walker was in the act of changing a truck tire at
Aberdeen Proving Ground when the tremendous air pressure inside
the rim blew out the valve stem, ramming it directly into his
face. It struck the safety glass lens shielding his left eye,
completely shattering it; but his sight was saved.

After he was fitted with a new set of glasses, Mr. Walker
was able to return to his job, thankful that the safety glasses
had saved him from losing use of the eye he depends on for
sight

.

"I only wish I'd been wearing
day in 1965," he said, "Since that
wearing them in bed'."

Mr. Walker, right, shows
Dr. Carter of APG

,
the steel

sliver which cost him the sight
of his right eye

.

those safety glasses that
day I've even considered
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EYE PROTECTION®® ®®

Dr. Robert H. Boone, Medical Coordinator
Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Huntsville Division

U, S. Army Missile Command

Eye injuries are of particular interest to the chemical
industry as the possibility of serious eye damage is inherent
in all chemical operations. Eye injuries are among the cost-
liest permanent disabilities. There is no artificial substi-
tute for eyesight and once destroyed it cannot be replaced.
There are 11 factories in the United States producing glass
eyes but not one of them produces an eye which will see.

A major cause of blindness in the United States is acci-
dents . Although early medical treatment may prevent blindness
in some of these cases , unfortunately a large number of them
are permanent.

The most frequent causes of eye damage are:

I 1. Being struck by flying objects,

| 2 . Burns

• a. Chemical

• b . Thermal

•c. Radiation (welders ’’flash")

| 3. Mechanical abrasion due to foreign body in eye.

• Protection

Almost complete protection against flying objects can be
provided by the single measure of wearing safety goggles or
glasses. This caution cannot be repeated too frequently. It
is also important that the proper eye protection for a specific
operation as specified in management guide be used. Unfortunate-
ly, even the most carefully designed eye protection may be un-
comfortable and inconvenient. This makes it difficult for
operators to wear them, but when one weighs the minor irritation
against the major disaster of loss of sight only the uninformed
worker will complain.
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• Burns

1. Chemical - protection against chemical burns follows
the same rules of common sense of protecting the eyes by care-
ful work habits and use of protective devices. Agents of
chemical burns may come in the form of solid particles, fluid,
gases, fumes, vapors or dust. The chemical goggles will pro-
vide protection against these,

2. Thermal burn - Avoidance of exposure to extreme heat
by keeping proper distance and adequate insulation with eye
protective devices will prevent injury. The operator's impact
chemical goggles will provide protection for the delicate eye
membranes in case of flash fires. Welders' or chippers ' cup
goggles will prevent damage to the eye from flying sparks and
hot metal.

3. Radiation - Primarily our hazard from radiation burns
will come from the ultraviolet radiation of welders' torches.
No experienced welder is unaware of the painful damage which
can result from mere momentary lapse of safety procedures.
The most important area for safety education is to prevent the
casual observer from being exposed. Another source of injury
from ultraviolet rays is exposure to direct sunlight. Wearing
of commercially available sun glasses will offer adequate pro-
tection .

• Mechanical abrasion

Mechanical abrasion may occur with any foreign body however
they may be introduced into the eye. The most common of these
are small airborne particles. These small particles are most
prevalent around vibrating areas, in windy seasons and forced
air movement around mechanical devices. Although most of these
may appear to be of a minor nature, they must all be considered
potentially serious

.

• Care of the eyes

Since the eye membranes are subject to rapid and fulminating
infection, the most minor injury should receive attention at the
aid station for evaluation. What appears to be a minor scratch
may develop into a sight-destroying ulcer in a matter of hours.
As certain medications may actually accelerate this process, self
medication should never be attempted. The only exception to
the rule against self treatment is the prompt use of approved
eye wash fountains. This should be done even before removal of
the employee to the aid station.

Bi Remember - One accident or instance of neglect may cost you
your eyesight. Once blind, you will never see again.
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® DON’T TAKE OFFICE SAFETY FOR GRANTED ®

George B. Seeberg, Safety Officer
U, S. Army Los Angeles Procurement Agency

An accident which occurred at this Agency demonstrates that
office safety cannot be taken for granted.

The agency involved was an ordinary olive drab, all metal,
adjustable seat, rotary chair ( FSN 7110-273-8793, FED SPEC AA-C-
00293), with a double spring supported tilt back ability. This
is the type of office chair that can be found in large numbers
wherever Government offices are located.

The compression spring mechanism attached to the bottom of
the chair seat failed when a Government employee leaned backward
in his chair. The tension bolt which held the spring restrain-
ing plate in position was cracked part way through. This unseen
flaw finally caused the bolt to break under the tension develop-
ed by the two compression springs as the occupant of the chair
tilted backward. The broken bolt, the retaining plate and both
springs flew forward with sufficient speed and force to damage a
wooden door and door casing that were in the line of flight.

Through good luck no one in the office was injured. The man
who was seated in the chair had his legs spread and the flying
pieces missed the soft fleshy part of his calves. Had he been
struck he could have received painful and perhaps serious inju-
ries. He was also saved from falling over backwards because he
had backed his chair against a wall. A secretary returning to
her desk had just finished walking between the chair and the door
that was struck by the flying pieces.

The two photographs show the under-carriage of a similar
chair in good condition and the parts of the spring mechanism
that failed.

The incident triggered a thorough examination of office
equipment to determine whether other conditions existed that
might cause accidents and injuries.
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BIRTH OF A SOLE

H. R. Mitchell, Safety Engineer
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation

Badger Army Ammunition Plant

Badger Army Ammunition Plant workers were experiencing
an excessive number of slips and falls. Investigation dis-
closed that many of these incidents could be attributed to the
smooth sole of the employees' conductive powder shoes. Shoe
companies were contacted and it was found that the powder shoe
was available only with the smooth type sole.

Mr. Pete Smith, of Olin's Purchasing Department at Badger
Army Ammunition Plant, and the writer contacted Mr, R. G.
Edwards, Production Manager of International Shoe Company,
-St. Louis, Missouri. When Mr. Edwards understood our needs
he consented to fabricate a pair of powder shoes with a con-
ductive grip sole. The sample shoes with the conductive grip
soles were received at Badger on January 22, 1968. The shoes
were tested and found to pass the conductivity tests.

International Shoe Company calls this new sole the rope
plaque design, and it is available on special orders that
require a minimum of 12 pairs of each size and width.

We are reasonably certain that the new grip sole will
decrease the number of slips and falls here at Badger.

Editor* s Note: Publication of information about the product
described above does not imply Army indorsement of or preference
for one product over equivalent products that may be available
from other sources.
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HAZARD SPOT CARD

The Granite City Army Depot uses a "hazard spot card" to
remind its supervisors of conditions to watch for during their
inspections. The "card" is an 8 x 10-1/2" sheet of light card
stock. It is punched for filing in a three-ring binder with
other material that' makes up the supervisor's Accident Pre-
vention Handbook, Space at the tOD is used for a message to
the supervisor.

If you find the idea or a variation of it useful to your
installation, vou may want to adjust the "hazard spots" to

apply to vour problem areas. The following appear on the
Granite City Army Depot card:

I
~

HAZARD* SPOT CARD
CHECK EVERY STEP OF EVERY JOB 3- MACHINES
AGAINST THESE HAZARD SPOTS a. Point of operation - Cutting,

1. WORK AREA Punching, Forming, Etc.

a. Housekeeping - Tripping, b. Power Transmission- Line
Slipping Shafts, Other Shafting,

b. Illumination. Belts, Gears.
c. Storage - Piling, Floor c . Pinch Points.

Loads, Excessive Materials. d. Projections
d. Use of Protective Equipment. e. Flying Pieces.
e. Cramped Quarters - 4". TOOLS

Corners

.

a. Improper Tools.
f. Stairs , Inclines

.

b. Improper use of Tools.

g- Blind Exits. c . Improper Condition of Tools.
h. Aisles

.

d. Improper Place for Tools
i. Ventilation. 5* IMPROPER CLOTHING

J. Holes and Elevations. a. Loose, Ragged, Soiled.
k. Exposed Surfaces (electric; b. Wrong Materials.

hot; sharp; etc.) c . Neckties, Jewelry
1. Moving Objects. d. High Heels, Thin Soles

2 . MATERIALS HANDLING
a. Heavy g- Hot EVERY PRECAUTION TO OBSERVE AND ELIMINATE
b. Rough h. Explosive ANY AND ALL UNSAFE WORK PRACTICES OR
c . Sharp i. Slippery WORKING CONDITIONS SHOULD BE TAKEN.
d.

e.

Awkward
Long

j-

k.

Fragile
Acid From GCADR 385-^, Paragraph 4b. "Each

f. Poisonous 1 . Alkali Supervisor, and staff or operating offi-

m. Flammable cial is responsible for the effective
application of the safety program, and
for integrating accident prevention into
all activities under his jurisdiction."

SAFETY OFFICE, GCAD
Issued by Safety Office April 1965
Reissued January 1967
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1MI When an accident occurs at an AMC installation and ex-
tensive property damage or serious injuries to personnel are
reported, action is taken to prepare and publish an abstract
report. This report is a concise unclassified document,
usually consisting of two or three pages. The report contains
information on the place within the installation where the
incident occurred, the time of occurrence, the agency, a
description of the operations being conducted, details of
occurrence, number and nature of injuries, causes, remarks
and recommendations. The purpose of the report is to provide
information that will help prevent the occurrence of similar
accidents

.

In contrast to other reports on the incident, such as
the accident report and the report of any board of investiga-
tion, the abstract report is given the widest practicable
distribution. A deliberate effort is made to make the report
available to the largest number of personnel possible.

Separate series of abstract reports are prepared for
explosions

,
fires

,
industrial accidents and motor vehicle

accidents

.

What lessons have we learned from the accidents that
were important enough and provided useful information that
could be used in abstract reports?

The U. S. Army Materiel Command Field Safety Agency
recently reviewed 27 explosives abstract reports published
during FY 1963 through FY 1967. The following is a summary
of the agency's findings:

# 1. The explosions were costly in terms of human lives
and suffering. The 27 reports listed 22 deaths and 33 dis-
abling injuries.
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#2. A variety of operations involving explosives and
ammunition were involved. The following general classes of
activities were in progress when the explosion occurred:

Assembly operations - 5, Testing operations - 4,
Manufacturing - 4 ,

Rework - 3 , Disposal - 3 ,
Maintenance - 3

,

Melt pour - 1, Disassembly - 1, Demilitarization - 1, Research -

1, Storage - 1.

0 3. Most of the explosions may have been avoided had one
or more of the following been given more attention:

a. Adequate training of the people involved in ex-
plosives operations.

b. Closer supervision of operations.

c. Suitable standing operating procedures, understood
by all concerned.

d. Enforcement of posted procedures.

e. Constant safety engineering review of explosives
operations

.

f. Sufficient knowledge of any new explosives filled
items by all personnel involved in their processing.

#4. The information published in AMC Regulations 385-224,
when followed, should prevent most explosive accidents. Of the
120 recommendations contained in the reviewed reports, only
eight were not based on accepted standards or practices in-
cluded in AMCR 385-224.

Twenty-six of the recommendations were based on paragraph
1625 of AMCR 385-224, This paragraph of the AMC Safety Manual
sets forth the requirement for standing operating procedures
for operations involving ammunition and explosives. These rec-
ommendations indicated that the standing operating procedures
for the operations involved contained errors, were in need of
revision, were not enforced, or the information in the SOP was
not clearly conveyed to the operators.

What can we do to reduce the likelihood of explosions when
manufacturing, handling, storing or transporting operations are
in progress?

Experience is a harsh but excellent teacher, if the lessons
learned are taught and applied. Removal of the contributing
factors commonly present before an explosion has occurred should
prevent the recurrence of similar explosions in the future. The
abstract reports make it clear that application of the following
practices prior to starting operations will do much to prevent
explosions

:
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• l. An approved adequate standing operating procedure
should be available. In this context the word adequate means
equal to the requirements that will be met, rather than barely
satisfactory

.

•2. The standing operating procedure should be kept up
to date. Operations are changed' and improved. A hazard may
come into being if a part of the standing operating procedure
becomes obsolete.

• 3. The standing operating procedure is written in
such a manner that there can be no mistake as to its meaning.
(See the article, n Is Your SOP Understandable”, in the November
1967 Safety Digest for an example of a well prepared standing
operating procedure.)

#4, Any person who performs an operation in any ex-
plosives area should be made fully aware of the hazards that
may exist and the necessity for them to comply with the stand-
ing operating procedure without deviation.

• 5. Each worker should know the effect of his activi-
ties on the product and that his failure to do his work in
compliance with a required procedure may cause a hazard to others.

#6. Supervisors at all levels should comply with and
require compliance of their personnel with all standing operating
procedures

.

•7. Adequate training should be given to all personnel
who perform operations involving explosives. This is specifi-
cally important when new hires are involved.

• 8. Maximum care should be given to safety engineer-
ing review of operations. The fact that an explosion has not
occurred does not guarantee that an operation is safe. Un-
detected hazards may cause accidents when least expected.

The practices listed above seem simple and practical.
They are. Application of them should reduce fatalities,
property damage and disabling injuries.

# V V
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® BUILDING SAFETY INTO AN AMMUNITION MAINTENANCE FACILITY ®

The Ammunition Maintenance Facility is designed for
maximum utilization and versatility. In a recently approved
new facility, two operating lines were planned in the same
building. The operating lines were separated by a 24-inch
thick, roof-high, reinforced concrete substantial dividing
wall

.

To achieve operational flexibility, the ammunition building
was designed for the performance of concurrent maintenance
operations on items possessing similar as well as dissimilar
hazards. This includes all levels of maintenance, e.g., unpack-
ing, defuzing, disassembly, change of propelling charges,
depriming, repriming, refuzing, abrasive cleaning, painting,
stenciling, and other related operations for a complete main-
tenance task.

The building was designed to minimize propagation of
detonation of 5,000 net pounds of high explosives between
operating bays. This safety factor presupposes normal safety
practices such as properly spaced conveyor-fed items to prevent
transmission of an accidental explosion, stand-off distances
(36 inches) of explosive items from walls, and other normal
safety practices required by AMCR 385-224 (stand-off distance
excludes ammunition items on conveyors).

For siting purposes, 25,000 net pounds of Class 7 explos-
ives has been assigned as a total building limit, specifically:

1. When the quantity of Class 7 explosives exceeds 5,000
net pounds of HE in any bay, on or in the immediate vicinity of
the dock (i.e., explosives on the dock and explosives in a
vehicle). All explosives in the building will be added together
and the total quantity involved shall not exceed 25,000 net
pounds

.

2. This 25 ,000 net pounds does not apply in the building
when the quantity of explosives in any bay does not exceed
5,000 net pounds of HE.

Construction of the Ammunition Maintenance Building includes
a 24-inch center dividing wall with 18-inch wing walls reinforced
with 1% flexual steel and compatible shear reinforcement. The
configuration was analyzed for impulse capacity for no fragments
and to produce fragments of 100 fps and 300 fps velocities. The
maximum impulse for no fragments is the impulse which can be
absorbed by the wall without exceeding a maximum of 12 degrees
rotation of the plastic hinges formed at the supports. The wall
in this case remains intact. The 300 fps velocity is considered
to be the maximum permissible velocity consistent with antici-
pated sensitivity of explosives in adjacent bays to fragment
impact.
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Using these walls, the maximum bay loading of 5,000 pounds
is expected to be contained within 300 fps criterion for most
bays. For smaller (15 foot) bays, the walls will meet the same
velocity criterion for loadings up to 2,500 pounds, and would
produce fragment velocities of approximately 450 fps with load-
ings of as much as 5,000 pounds.

The design of the blast wall assumes such worse case
conditions as detonation of a concentrated mass of uncased high
explosives in the center of a bay and exposure of uncased high
explosives on the opposite side of the wall at a distance 3 feet
from the wall. In practice, the walls will be subjected to
lesser blast loading by detonating ammunition and rocket motors,
and most ammunition and rocket motors in adjacent bays will be
less sensitive to impacting fragments. Consequently, the design
is conservative.

Above is shown the
method of tie-in of the
reinforcing steel.



STATIC SPARKS

Ted Kontos

A few weeks ago, a small amount of JP-4 fuel was acciden-
tally spilled on the aft cargo door of a UH-1 that was being
serviced. Suddenly the spilled fuel burst into flames, dam-
aging the helicopter before the fire could be extinguished.
There had been no open flames, heated objects, or operating
electrical or radar equipment nearby. There had also been no
grounding provisions for the helicopter or servicing equipment.
Investigation showed that the ignition source was static elec-
tricity .

This was not an isolated instance. Other fires and ex-
plosions are known to have originated from static discharges.
They have occurred on fuel trucks and carriers of explosives,
as well as in such unrelated areas as hospital operating rooms,
often with disastrous results. The most spectacular example
of a static discharge is also the most familiar — lightning.
Conditions similar to those which cause lightning are also
responsible for thousands of minute and potentially lethal
sparks that occur almost everywhere. Understanding static
electricity and how it is generated is a must if it is to be
controlled and mishaps prevented.

® wHAT IS IT ?

Static electricity is defined as the electricity of sta-
tionary charges. These charges are found in positive and
negative pairs, and electrification may be developed either by
direct contact of two dissimilar substances or by induction
(proximity to a charged object). When two different types of
materials are brought together, electrons or negative charges
migrate from the surface molecules of one substance to those
of the other. The substance receiving these electrons is said
to become negatively charged, while the substance losing the
electrons is said to possess a positive charge. Consequently,
the two substances become oppositely electrified. When they
are separated, the difference of potential between them may
vary from a few volts to several million. The greater the
insulating properties of these surfaces, the greater may be
the difference of potential between them.

Accumulation of static charges on a surface is more prev-
alent during winter months when the moisture content in the
air is reduced. The drying of surfaces increases their insu-
lating properties and prevents the flow of accumulated elec-
trons until a charge capable of jumping the intervening air
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gap has been built up. Consequently, the danger posed by
static electricity is much greater during cold, dry seasons
than during warm, humid ones.

Sliding across the seat of an automobile or scuffing
over thick carpeting on a cold dry day can generate a stored
charge of thousands of volts. When an effective ground is
contacted, the resultant spark may possess as much as 1,000
times the heat energy required to ignite an explosive mixture
of fuel vapor and air. In demonstrations, gas flowing out of
open face space heaters has been ignited by such static
charges. Similarly, fuel flowing into the tank of a fuel
trailer during loading or into the fuel cell of an aircraft
during servicing can build up a static electrical charge to
a point where it will arc across the compartment opening to
the servicing nozzle or to some other nearby circuit to ground.
The result can be a fire or explosion. Although friction may
appreciably increase electrification in certain substances,
such as fibrous materials, contrary to popular belief, it is
not necessary for the generation of static electricity.

The body of a rubber-tired vehicle can effectively serve
as one plate of a condenser, with a capacity for storing
thousands of volts of static electricity. The static charge
can be built up through contact of the rubber tires with the
pavement while the vehicle is in motion or by electrostatic
induction when it is at rest. When the wheels are rotating,
the tires acquire negative charges (electrons) as the tire
tread repeatedly contacts and separates from the pavement.
Since like charges repel, while unlike charges attract, the
high negative electrification of the tires causes the electrons
in the metal of those parts nearest them to move to more remote
areas of the vehicle body. These electrons are termed free
electrons, and if a path is made available, they will flow off
to ground

.

Electrostatic induction occurs most commonly out of doors
from the effects of electrified clouds, particularly the
thunderhead variety. A rubber-tired vehicle parked on dry
concrete or asphalt surface, for example, can readily become
charged during the passing of a heavily electrified cloud.
The underside of the cloud, charged with positive electricity,
causes a powerful electric field between itself and the earth,
attracting electrons from the ground into all elevated surfaces.
If this attraction is great enough, electrons may jump the air
gap between such a surface and the cloud in the form of a light-
ning bolt. Even if the attraction is not sufficiently great for
lightning to occur, electrons will pass through the dry concrete
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or asphalt to the rubber tires and chassis of a vehicle parked

in the area, building up an electrical charge.

Because pavement and tires are poor conductors ,
electrons

will flow through them slowly, taking several minutes to an

hour to build up a substantial charge. Conversely, once the
vehicle has become electrified, the insulating properties of

the tires and dry pavement will prevent rapid draining of the
charge. This is similar to a wire fence that has become elec-
trified by a bolt of lightning. If the fence is not grounded,
it will retain a portion of the charge. Eventually, excess
electrons will "bleed" to the ground. Until they do, anyone
coming in contact with the fence is apt to receive a jolt.
Whether an object is electrified by direct contact with another
or by electrostatic induction, if a low resistance path is pro-
vided, the accumulated free electrons will follow this path,
creating a momentary flow of current and, in most instances, a

spark

.

£ DANGERS AND CONTROL

Because of the high resistance offered by the insulating
properties of his shoes and the concrete he is standing on, a
man touching an electrified vehicle may receive an unpleasant
shock. This shock is seldom likely to cause injury, except
through reflex action. Similarly, liquid fuels do not present
a danger in themselves. A spark plug wired to fire while im-
mersed in gasoline will not ignite the fuel. It is only when
a mixture of flammable vapors and air are brought in contact
with a spark that fires or explosions occur. Since fuels, by
their nature, must be volatile, they constantly emit combusti-
ble vapors

.

If a fuel cell is filled with gasoline and a spark is in-
troduced at the open filler point, a fire will be the most pro-
bable result. If the cell is only partially filled, a spark
will most likely cause an explosion. The likelihood of prevent-
ing the formation of fuel vapors or the generation of static
electricity is improbable, if not impossible. The most effec-
tive solution requires that a low resistance path to the ground
be provided for continuous draining of electrical charges, thus
preventing their buildup to a point which will result in a sud-
den electrical discharge and spark.

To allow static electrical charges to drain off, aircraft
are equipped with ground wires and certain vehicles with drag
chains. In reality, such grounding provisions are often in-
effective. Under certain conditions, such as dry weather, the
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resistance of the pavement may often be as high as 1,500 megohms
or 150,000 times greater than the 10,000 ohms specified by
TM 10-1101 as the maximum permissible resistance for an effec-
tive ground. Guards at military installations and industrial
plants , as well as ticket collectors at early toll bridges

,

frequently received jolts when they contacted vehicles, until
low resistance antenna-like ground wires were installed through
the pavement. These devices contacted the metal chassis of
vehicles, permitting the accumulated static electricity to
drain off. Similar provisions are mandatory for effective
grounding of aircraft, vehicles and other equipment.

FACTS TO REMEMBER

O- Generation of static electricity cannot be easily pre-
vented .

#- The energy required in static sparks to ignite the most
explosive vapors is very small.

®- Static electricity is a greater hazard in winter than in
summer.

#- A fueling trailer can serve as one plate of a capacitor,
capable of storing thousands of volts of static electricity.

Although friction may appreciably increase the electrifi-
cation in fibrous substances, friction is not necessary for
the generation of static electricity. Wool or fabrics made of
synthetic fibers should not be used in an explosive atmosphere.

•- Elimination of the static electricity hazard calls for
preventing accumulation rather than generation of static charges.

• - During fuel transfer operations, equipment (aircraft,
fuel trucks, etc.) should be bonded to each other as well as
provided with an effective ground.

•- In most applications, a safe resistance to ground is ap-
proximately 10,000 ohms or less. Keep in mind that frayed
wires, rust, grease, etc., will increase the resistance and de-
crease the effectiveness of a ground.

• - Do not service aircraft during the approach of an elec-
trical storm.

#- TM 10-1101 should be consulted for additional information
and safety procedures.

- U. S. Army Aviation Digest
U. S. Army Aviation School
December 1967
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The paragraph 1401, AMCR 385-224 discussion of the pro-
perties of initiating explosives contains the statement: "They
are very sensitive to friction, heat and impact." The picture
above may suggest how sensitive they are.

Although not wearing safety glasses, a recently employed
worker started to clear a mine loading index dial. He partially
wet the dial with freon when the squirt container became empty.
While another employee departed to obtain a filled container, he
continued cleaning the dial. He swept the partially wet particles
of lead azide, RDX and quartz into a pile. When he tried to
sweep the material into a dust pan, it exploded. Pieces of the
hard maple brush, quartz and other small bodies were blown into
his face, neck and eyes. The eye injuries were serious.

Workers were reinstructed on the correct clean-up procedures
before work was resumed on the line. The use of the proper tools
and personal protective equipment was stressed. It was made clear
that brushes with long haired bristles were not to be used to
sweep lead azide particles, and these brushes were removed from
the lines .

More details on this explosion may be found in AMC Abstract
Report No. ES 30.

® MERCURY BATTERY BOMBS ®

Mercury cells, as opposed to conventional dry cells, are not
uncommon in portable radios

,
flash blub attachments and tape

recorders. When thrown into a bonfire, an incinerator, or a
stove these cells may explode with violence.

They will produce shrapnel-like metal oraticles because they
are sealed units and fabricated with relatively heavy metal cases.
These cells must be discarded so as to assure the absence of heat
in subsequent treatment.
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Here are 10 questions that will test your knowledge of
safety requirements. The answer^ to these questions may be
found in AMCR 385-224

, and pages 41 and 42 .

• 1. What maximum surface temperature is permissible for
lighting fixtures used in a building that contains ex-
plosive dust?

Answer and reference:

^ 2. What is the maximum electrical resistance permitted for
each conductive safety shoe?

Answer and reference

:

• 3, In lightning protection, air terminals should have how
many paths to ground?

Answer and reference:

• 4. What is the maximum rotational speed that may be used in
field ammunition operations when exposed explosives are
drilled?

Answer and reference:

•5. Is there a type of ammunition or explosives that may not
be stored in earth-covered magazines?

Answer and reference:

• 6. What must be done in event of a fuel spill while refuel-
ing materials handling equipment?

Answer and reference:
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• 7. Why must fuzes be disassembled into separate components
before destruction?

Answer and reference:

® 8. What is the one high explosives dust that should be
collected by a dry dust collection system?

Answer and reference:

•9. If a large acid spill should occur, what material should
be used to neutralize the acid?

Answer and reference:

• 10 . How far ahead of a railroad crossing should you expect
to find a marking on the pavement?

Answer and reference

:

ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND FIELD SAFETY AGENCY WINS ®
SAFETY AWARD OF MERIT

The Army Materiel Command (AMC) Field Safety Agency,
Charlestown, has received the AMC Award of Merit for superior
achievement in accident prevention in Fiscal Year 1967. The
award was presented by Dr, Francis S. McGlade (right), Deputy
Safety Director, Department of the Army, Washington, D. C.
The award was accepted by Ray L, Myers (left), Director of the
Agency, and Robert B. Henry, Safety Director.
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® AVIATION MATERIEL LABORATORIES OFFICER RECOGNIZED ^
FOR FIRE PREVENTION RESEARCH W

A $300 cash award and an Army commendation for research
on the prevention of postcrash fires in aircraft accidents
have been awarded to Captain George W. Bowling, project engi-
neer on the emulsified fuels research program conducted by
the U. S. Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories (AVLABS), Fort
Eustis, Virginia. Captain Bowling is shown receiving the
commendation from LTC Eugene W. Dow, Acting Commander, AVLABS.

The award is the first ever granted to an Army officer
within AMC

, according to an AVLABS news release. This is also
the first such award ever presented at Fort Eustis, the Army’s
Transportation Center.

The problem of preventing or controlling aircraft fuel
explosions and fire following a crash has plagued the aircraft
industry since the time of the Wright brothers.

In commending the project engineer for his work in the
AVLABS Safety and Survivability Division where the program orig-
inated, the official commendation noted: "Under his stewardship
(Captain Bowling) this program (emulsified fuels research) which
conceivably could provide a solution to the problem of postcrash
fires in aircraft accidents

,
progressed from mere theory to dem-

onstrated feasibility in an orderly, efficient and expedited
manner

.

"Captain Bowling guided and monitored all work conducted
under contract with industry, and directed the establishment of
an in-house capability which permitted AVLABS to perform such
other experiments as were necessary to total program prosecution
but for which contractural funding was not immediately available."
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Captain Bowling, an aeronautical engineer, holds a Doctor
of Philosophy (1967) and a Master's degree (1963) in chemical
engineering, University of Michigan. In 1961, he received his
Bachelor of Science degree from Carnegie Institute of Technolo-
gy. He began his assignment at AVLABS in September 1966. His
commendation was for the period from October 1966 to November
1967 .

® ® ®

INDIANA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT WINS AMC
AWARD OF MERIT FOR SAFETY

Indiana Army Ammunition
Plant won an AMC Award of Merit
for Safety for FY 1967. Brigadier
General Bernard R. Luczac (left),
Commanding General, U. S. Army
Ammunition Procurement and Supply
Agency, presented the award. It
was accepted by LTC James F.
Devinnev, Commanding Officer, and
Mr. M, F. Lindsley, Jr,, Resident
Manager for Olin-Mathieson Chemical
Corp, operating contractor for the
plant

.

® ® ®

AVIATION MATERIEL LABORATORIES RECEIVES TWO
SAFETY AWARDS FOR FY 1967

The U. S. Army Aviation
Materiel Laboratories

, the
Army's aviation research center
at Ft. Eustis, Va

, received two
safety awards for FY 1967. Col,
Harry L. Bush, Commanding Officer,
is shown with a National Safety
Council Award of Merit. Mr. James
J. Fetzer, Command Safety Officer
in the Support Office, holds an
AMC Award of Merit plaque. Fiscal
Year 1967 was the fourth consecu-
tive year for an award to be earned
by the Aviation Materiel Labora-
tories' safety program.
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® LET MY EXPERIENCE HELP ®

U. S. Army Tank-Automotive Command

Leo Mathews
,
a machinist in the Experimental Fabrication

Division, U. S. Army Tank-Automot ive Command, will long remember
an afternoon in November 1967. A little after 5:30 P.M. Leo
thought he was about to meet his maker.

His married daughter, Louise Kasper, was the owner of an
early ’52 Ford sedan. The car has been kept in good shape and
has given good service. This particular day "old reliable"
acted up. It wouldn't work in reverse. Of course, as Dads
will do, Leo came to his daughter's rescue and undertook to
correct the defect.

The sedan was parked on a gravel-filled side driveway.
The driveway was slightly elevated in the middle to aid drain-
age. Leo parked his car against the front bumper of his
daughter's automobile to prevent its forward movement. Concrete
blocks were placed behind the Ford to keep it from moving back-
ward. With safety measures taken and using a good, reliable
scissors jack, Leo soon had the Ford firmly supported and ele-
vated. Crawling under the sedan, Leo was quickly at work
making adjustments to the transmission. On his instructions,
Louise got behind the wheel and put her foot on the clutch.

Leo had just finished making the necessary adjustment to
get the reverse gear operating, when in a flash the car moved
sideways. The bolts on the bracket attached to the transmission
housing plunged forward

,
pierced Leo's glasses, hit his forehead,

and drew blood. The frame of the car came to rest on Leo's
rather large chest, bruising it severly.

Leo Mathews' reason for telling something on himself is
admirable. "My experience may keep someone else from being
hurt." His advice, "Double check. Despite taking what I thought
was adequate safety measures, using scissors jack and blocking
the car front and back, I found that you have to employ all the
safety measures if you want to avoid accidents. I failed to
use a ground surface firm and level enough to support the scis-
sors jack."

Leo wears safety glasses off, as well as on the job. One
of the lens was knocked from the frame. The resulting impact,
as shown in the accompanying photo, required 14 stiches in the
eyebrow and caused a black eye. There was no shattered glass,
as might have been the case if the glasses had not been safety
glasses

.
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Leo Mathews' final admonitions are: "Double check all the
steps, whatever the job, if you don't want to get hurt. Safety
glasses protect sight off, as well as on the job."

® REFERENCE PUBLICATIONS ®

AMCR 385-22, 28 September 1967
Safety, Chemical and Biological Accident and Incident
Control ( CBAIC)

AR 602-1, 4 March 1968
Man-Materiel Systems, Human Factors Engineering Program

AR 600-55, 25 January 1968
Personnel General, Motor Vehicle Driver - Selection,
Testing, and Licensing

AMCR 385-23, 19 February 1968
Safety for Systems, Associated Subsvstems, and Equipment
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® ®

For 18 years Anniston Army Depot worked to beat their re-
cord of 149 days without a disabling injury. In FY 1968 the
Depot hit the 150 day mark. Not stopping, Depot personnel went
on for 34 more days to 184, before an accidental hip injury
halted the count. Colonel George W. Creighton (USA Ret.), Ex-
ecutive Vice-President of Calhoun County (Alabama) Safety Coun-
cil, presented the National Safety Council's Award of Honor,
the highest award bestowed on industry, to Colonel S. M, Burney,
Depot Commander, who accepted the award on behalf of the Depot.
Pictured above with the award plaque are Colonel Creighton,
Mr. C, A. Gilmore, Depot Safety Director, Colonel Burney, and
Mr. Dan W, Gray, Calhoun County Commission Chairman.

James A. Elithorpe, a Sharpe Army Depot worker, has re-

ceived a Golden Shoe Club plaque and membership certificate.

In the photo above he is shown explaining to Colonel Thomas L.

Lyons, the Depot's Commander, how his safety shoes prevented
his foot from being crushed.

Mr. Elithorpe was standing near a fork lift giving instruc-

tions on moving a pallet-load of material. He was struck by a

rear wheel as the machine moved forward. The wheel crossed the

toe of his shoe which was protected by an Army-issued cap at-

tached to the outside.
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Here are the answers to the questions on pages 34 and 35 .

The pertinent reference is shown in addition to answers

.

•l. Lighting fixtures in atmospheres containing explosive dust
must not exceed a maximum surface temperature of 228°F.
(109°C.) when operating at an ambient temperature of 80.6°F.
(27°C.). Reference: Paragraph 614, AMCR 385-224.

•2. The maximum resistance permitted for each shoe is 450,000
ohms. Reference: Paragraph 1012b, AMCR 385-*224 .

• 3. Air terminals should have at least two paths to ground,
when practicable. Reference: Paragraph 803b, AMCR 385-224,

#4. The maximum rotational speed permitted for drilling exposed
explosives is 75 revolutions per minute. Reference:
Paragraph 2512a, AMCR 385-224.

• 5. No. Earth-covered magazines are the preferred type of
storage structure for all types of explosives or ammunition.
Reference: Paragraph 1803a, AMCR 385-224.

#6. The refueling truck and the materials handling equipment
shall not be started until the area is thoroughly washed
down or the equipment moved by hand at least 50 feet from
the spillage. Reference: Paragraph 2405c, AMCR 385-224.

#7. Fuzes, primers, boosters, and other items containing ex-
plosives shall be disassembled into their separate compo-
nents for destruction, to assure elimination of the con-
tamination hazard and provide ready means of inspection
after burning or detonation. Reference: Paragraph 2508a.
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•8. A dry system should be used for collecting the dust
of Explosive D. For other high explosives dusts a "wet
collector" is preferred. This moistens the dust close to
the point of origin and keeps it wet until the dust is re-
moved for disposal. Reference: Paragraph 2705b, AMCR
385-224.

• 9. Slaked (hydrated) lime should be made available for neu-
tralizing large quantities of acid in the event of a
spill. Reference: Paragraph 1303f, AMCR 385-224.

•10 . The highway pavement should be marked 100 feet ahead to
warn motor vehicle operators of the location of a railroad
crossing. Reference: Paragraph 2105a, AMCR 385-224.

2

NOTICES THAT CATCH THE EYE

Mr. S. G. Pennypacker, a range supervisor at Frankford
Arsenal, takes pains to prepare safety meeting notices that will
catch the eyes of his personnel. Though the contents are dif-
ferent every month, a typical announcement may look like the
following

:

* ® NOTICE ©—
| SAFETY MEETING

i Place: Building_
, Room

Date
:

May 19 6 8

Time: 0815 hours

(S) hould we
( A) lways
(F)eel that it is
( E ) verybody '

s

(T) ask to be safe?
( Y)es

.

(M) ay
(E)ach and
(E)very one
(T)ake time
(I)n every
(N) ew job to
(G)ive his best "SAFETY WISE".

I want everyone to show up on time. Bring your gripes along;
the more you have the better. It will show you are THINKING
SAFETY.
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® PESTICIDES ®

Kids and pesticides are a deadly combination. Most
parents realize this, but even so, nearly 3000 youngsters
under five years of age are accidentally poisoned by these
chemicals every year.

It can easily happen to your own children if you're
thoughtless when handling pesticides and if you under-
estimate your 'toddler's ability to seek out trouble.
But it need not happen at all if you'll remember to use
these four keys to pesticide safety.

First, the label. Read it and heed every word.

Second, the use. Keep children out of spraying and
dusting areas to prevent inhalation of toxic fumes or
mists

.

Third, the storage. Pesticides belong in their own
labeled containers—never in or near food containers.
And always lock pesticides away after use.

The fourth key is destruction and disposal of used
containers. Do it promptly. The National Safety Council
asks you to keep these four keys chained to your memory.
Use them consistently—your youngsters' safety depend on
it

.

-Construction Section
NSC Safety News Letter
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